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Abstract 
The omics sciences of systems biology including genomics, transcriptomics, lipidomics, metabolomics, and pro-
teomics, aim at understanding the biological mechanisms that give rise to the phenotype of an organism by using 
high-throughput technologies with the promise of great medical advances. The importance of all these sciences 
is that all, with the exception of genomics are context dependent. Genome is constant in time and place in each 
cell of an organism, but the entire complement of messenger RNA molecules, proteins and metabolites in a cell, 
tissue, organ or organism varies with physiological, pathological or developmental conditions (Keusch 2006). 
The term “omics” represents the study of biological processes as systems. It deciphers the dynamic interactions 
between the numerous components of a biological system to analyse networks, pathways, and interactive rela-
tions that exist among them, such as genes, transcripts, proteins, metabolites, and cells. This new scientific vision 
has opened the way to new research strategies and experimental technologies that have transformed the study of 
virtually all life processes. Expansion of the “–ome” concept was incessant and has created a host of new terms, 
including bacteriome, cardiome, epigenome, erythrome, immunome, microbiome, neurome, connectome, 
osteome, physiome, proteinome, transportome, degradome, psychome, transcriptome, and many others. 
In the present review, these concepts are briefly introduced with a major focus towards proteomics. 
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1. Genomics, metabolomics, lipidomics, epigenomics 
 
Genomics is the study of the genomes of or-
ganisms. For several years genomics was at the 
forefront of omics sciences, we were in the 
“Genomic Era”. Because many diseases are in-
timately associated with genetic mutations, the 
idea that the solutions for human pathologies 
lie on genes has catalysed the interest of scien-
tists for years, making genome-based analysis 
methods a central approach in omics science 
and setting the scene for the completion of the 
Human Genome Project  (HGP), undoubtedly 
a major landmark event in the field of genomics 
after the discovery of the double-helical struc-
ture of DNA. Since the completion of the hu-
man genome project, our ability to explore ge-
nome function is increased in specificity. In 
fact, substantial changes have occurred in the 
study of genome owing to the introduction of 
several approaches to DNA sequencing and 
expression. The massive quantification of mes-
senger RNA (mRNA), genome copy number, 
and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) by 
microarray technology has enabled to assess the 
expression of tens of thousands of genes shed-
ding light on the mechanisms underlying hu-
man pathologies, providing the basis for strati-
fying patients and predicting outcomes in a va-
riety of diseases. Together with microarrays, re-
cent advances in DNA sequencing with the in-
troduction of next-generation sequencing 
(NGS) technologies have made possible un-
precedented extensive analyses of genome of 
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